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Abstract
Modern extensible database systems support multimedia data through ADTs. However, because of the problems with
multimedia query formulation, this support is not sufficient. Multimedia querying requires an iterative search process
involving many different representations of the objects in the database. The support that is needed is very similar to
the processes in information retrieval. Based on this observation, we develop the mi Ror architecture for multimedia
query processing. We design a layered framework based on information retrieval techniques, to provide a usable query
interface to the multimedia database. First, we introduce a concept layer to enable reasoning over low-level concepts
in the database. Second, we add an evidential reasoning layer as an intermediate between the user and the concept
layer. Third, we add the functionality to process the users’ relevance feedback. We then adapt the inference network
model from text retrieval to an evidential reasoning model for multimedia query processing. We conclude with an
outline for implementation of mi Ror on top of the Monet extensible database system.
1 Introduction
In the mi Ror project, we study multimedia query processing, and in particular its implications on database design.
We assume a modern extensible database system, like Illustra [38], Starburst [20], or Monet [3]. By extending the
database, advanced search techniques for multimedia objects can be incorporated in the database architecture.
Before we can query digitized multimedia data, we have to represent the data such that the database query processor
can check if an object in the database matches a query. Obviously, matching the digitized data directly can only retrieve
bit-for-bit identical objects, which is of little use in practice. Two different approaches exist to tackle the problem of
access to multimedia objects.
The rather obvious approach is to represent multimedia data with manually added, textual descriptions. We query
the database with exact match between query words and the words occurring in the textual description. For example,
we can use subtitles as a representation for the video data in television archives to find a documentary about ‘car’ and
‘Renault’ [9]. A big problem is that textual descriptions cannot capture the full semantics of multimedia data [10]. It
is not even sufficient when we have textual descriptions for all multimedia data in the database. Also, when subtitles
are not readily available, a manual annotation process is very expensive for archiving large amounts of data.
The other approach to multimedia search is approximate retrieval. Querying is based on automatically derived
properties called features [12], [49]. In image retrieval, common features are the color distribution, directionality, and
circularity. Each feature space describes different (low-level) aspects of the images. Full-text information retrieval
techniques can also be classified as approximate retrieval, in which the extracted features are based on words occurring
in the text. This class of techniques is referred to as approximate retrieval, because we compare the objects using a
measure of similarity instead of equality. To support approximate search in some feature space F , we need one or
more associated distance functions D : F  F ! IR to calculate the distance between two points in F . A feature
extraction function and the distance function together specify an approximate retrieval method, see also [12], [1].
The query is usually not formulated on the features themselves, but derived from an example of the kind of object
searched for. The query processor identifies objects that are similar to the query object with respect to the distance
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function, and typically ranks them in decreasing similarity for evaluation by the user. Approximate retrieval has been
applied to retrieval of objects of various data types: images [13], speech documents [36], text documents [35], and
fragments of audio [47].
From a user perspective, the main unsolved problem is how to use these different representations and techniques to
fulfill an information need. A detailed analysis of querying multimedia data leads to new requirements on multimedia
databases [10]: A multimedia query processor must support an iterative query process. Also, it should combine and
select evidence from different sources. The query processor should decide what representations to use for answering
the query, in interaction with the user.
In the following sections, we first describe how multimedia retrieval techniques are integrated in a modern exten-
sible database system. We identify the problems with query formulation in such a database, to clarify the functionality
that is lacking from current multimedia databases. We then present a new approach to query processing, drawing heav-
ily on research in information retrieval, image databases, and machine learning, and we propose a database architecture
to support this approach. Finally, we compare our work with other research to multimedia query processing and iden-
tify the challenges for database research that have to be solved before we can realize a multimedia database with useful
query facilities.
2 Extensible databases and multimedia retrieval
In this section, we develop the major primitives for managing multimedia data like video fragments. After defining
‘multimedia object’ more precisely with respect to mi Ror, we explain the support of approximate retrieval in an ex-
tensible database system. Finally, we identify the problems for multimedia query processing that have not been solved
in the extensible database approach.
2.1 What is a multimedia object?
A video fragment can be represented in several ways. One representation of the fragment is the set of subtitles. We can
also represent the video by the output from a speech recognizer, or by a sequence of keyframes [46]. These keyframes
can then be used for retrieval through feature representations based on color, texture or shape. The database system
must provide the functionality to manage the video fragments and their representations.
A multimedia object like a video fragment can be described as a structure over a set of atomic component objects.
In this paper, we ignore the structure of multimedia objects. The video fragment is simply modelled as a collection
of atomic objects: a text object for the subtitles, an audio object for the audio track, and several image objects for
the identified keyframes. The authors realize that multimedia search must handle composite objects as a whole rather
than by its constituting components. However, we have to understand multimedia query processing on the level of the
atomic component objects more deeply, before we can try to solve the extra problems introduced by composite objects.
The mi Ror data model for multimedia objects consists of three different entities:
 (atomic) component objects;
 digitized representation objects;
 feature space representations.
The (atomic) component objects enable us to abstract from specific details like the data format. We can store tradi-
tional attributes at this level. A multimedia object is associated with its digitized representation object. Because our
main concern is improving query processing itself, we restrict ourselves to objects with a single digitized representation
object. Note that we thus ignore the problem that a different digitized representation may result in different values in
feature space for the same object. Each feature space representation of a component object represents an aspect of its
content, such that it can be used in approximate search techniques. These features are automatically extracted from the
digitized representation object.
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Figure 1: Multimedia objects in an extensible database system
From now on, we term both composite and atomic objects ‘multimedia object’. Admittingly, the term multimedia
object is somewhat confusing, as atomic objects are really single media objects. However, conforming to the vocabu-
lary common in database literature, we employ ‘multimedia object’ to distinguish these objects from more traditional
alphanumerical objects.
2.2 Database support for multimedia retrieval
Modern database systems are extensible with abstract data types (ADTs). An ADT adds new base types and opera-
tions to the database system. In this section, we illustrate how to use extensibility to support the multimedia object
model presented in the previous section. We adopt the Illustra terminology as used in [38]. In particular, we refer to
an extension of base types and operations as a datablade.
We depict the general idea underlying multimedia support through ADTs in figure 1. We extend the database with
media extensionsM1 : : :Mn. A media extension supports a single medium, eg. image or text. It handles digitized
representation objects, as well as the distance measures and feature extraction functions for the feature spaces we want
to support. For instance, the image media extension might consist of an image datablade providing the base data types
to add JPEG images to the type system, and maybe one or more basic retrieval methods like color histogram retrieval.
An additional datablade can provide a search space specialized for face retrieval.
The feasibility of supporting approximate retrieval with extensible databases has been proven in the Chabot im-
age database. A similar approach using Monet, a research prototype of a more advanced database system to achieve
even better performance, is discussed in [26]. Chabot is implemented on top of the extensible Postgres database [27].
Methods defined in the image datablade are used to express conditions for approximate search. The distance function
is defined as the user function MeetsCriteria. The following query defines a color histogram search over a table
with images:
SELECT * FROM PhotoTable q
WHERE MeetsCriteria(‘SomeOrange’,q.histogram);
2.3 ADTs are not sufficient!
What most research in multimedia databases tends to overlook, see eg. [7], is that a database with these type extensions
is not sufficiently usable for multimedia retrieval.
The following example illustrates the shortcomings of the ADT approach. Imagine a multimedia database of televi-
sion programs. The database system has special datablades for searching the subtitles, and for searching several feature
representations of the keyframes. We assume the user has to give a lecture on Dutch history, and searches a video frag-
ment that satisfies the following information need I:
(I:) People on a ship sailing the seas.
A multimedia database should support the retrieval of video fragments matching this information need I. In the
(unlikely) case that some movie star had the lines ‘People, here we stand, on this ship sailing the stormy seas’, the text-
based representation derived from the subtitles is sufficient for finding a good video fragment. The precision of this
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strategy could be high: the fragments annotated with ‘people’, ‘ship’, and ‘sea’, are likely to satisfy the information
need. However, recall is definitely going to be very low: in most of the relevant fragments, the subtitles are not likely
to contain any of these words.
Approximate retrieval on the image features of the key frames may be more effective. However, a major problem
with the approximate retrieval techniques is query formulation. It is hard to come up with a good query object. Querying
the features directly is problematic as well. First, the range of colors that captures the image of a ship on sea retrieves
also many pictures of other scenes. Second, most features lack a clear perceptual interpretation. Most users cannot
imagine at all what kind of images are retrieved by a query like ‘circularity’ 0.8’.
An additional problem is that a single representation is often not sufficient to decide whether an object is interesting
or not. Color alone retrieves not just sea, but also rivers and waterfalls, and it is not uncommon that pictures of cars and
buildings have ‘similar’ color histograms. The combination of several representations can capture more aspects of the
content of an object. The combination of several feature representations might retrieve mostly pictures showing sea.
Current database systems do not provide functionality to capture the user’s information need in multiple represen-
tations. Conversely, the user views information as a ‘gestalt’, and each single representation is only a part of it [19]. We
cannot expect users to search each representation separately - under the incorrect assumption that they know how to for-
mulate a query to represent their information need - and combine the results by hand. Combination of representations
is clearly a task for the database system.
3 An IR approach to multimedia retrieval
The problem of query formulation is best handled through an interactive search process. Although users cannot express
their information need as conditions at the level of features, they can tell us which of the retrieved objects are relevant
for their internal information need. Therefore, the user’s relevance judgements about the retrieved objects must be used
to adjust the query to better reflect the user’s information need. This approach has been proven effective for both text
retrieval and image retrieval (eg. [21], [50], and [37]).
In the mi Ror approach to multimedia retrieval, we access the video database to satisfy I in the following man-
ner. We start with a simple keyword query to find some scenes annotated with ‘sea’ or ‘ship’. Alternatively, we may
formulate a color histogram query directly to find mostly blue images. Next, we select those fragments from the re-
trieved objects that really contain sea, and those that really contain ships. Now, imagine that the system figures out that
all relevant objects have a low score on circularity. It reformulates the initial query to retrieve more objects with low
circularity.
In short, we provide a simple query at the start, that does not express our information need very precisely. The
system helps us to formulate a better query in several iterations. The most promising feature representations are selected
for further investigation using our relevance judgements from the previous iterations.
The type of query processing we just described is very similar to the approach taken in information retrieval (IR).
In his influential paper [44], Van Rijsbergen gives the following definition of information retrieval:
The user expresses his information need in the form of a request for information. Information retrieval
is concerned with retrieving those documents that are likely to be relevant to his information need as ex-
pressed by his request. It is likely that such a retrieval process will be iterated, since a request is only an
imperfect expression of an information need, and the documents retrieved at one point may help in improv-
ing the request used in the next iteration.
We like to emphasize the analogy with the mi Ror approach to database access sketched before. The task of an
information retrieval system is to retrieve documents that are likely to be relevant to the user. If in this definition we
replace ‘document’ with ‘multimedia object’, this is exactly what we expect from a multimedia database system. It is
even harder to formulating a query for multimedia objects than for text documents. Because the query (or request) is
not a perfect expression for the information need, we use an iterative process.
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Figure 2: Multimedia database architecture
4 The mi Ror architecture
We conclude from section 3 that multimedia query processing is very similar to the processes in the definition of in-
formation retrieval. The only way to develop multimedia databases with sufficient query functionality, is to recognize
the relationship between IR and multimedia databases, and to the design the multimedia database accordingly.
To solve the problems with multimedia querying, we introduce a high-level query processor in the database archi-
tecture, as shown in figure 2. Wong and Yao start their paper on probabilistic information retrieval with the following
characterization [48]:
The three fundamental issues in information retrieval are the choice of an appropriate scheme to represent
the documents, the query formulation and the construction of a suitable ranking function which determines
the extent to which a document is relevant to a query.
These three fundamental issues in IR are reflected in the three layers in our design. At the bottom, we find the
concept layer, to manage the basic concepts to represent the content of the media objects. The user’s information need
I is expressed in a request consisting of these concepts, example objects, and relevance judgements about previously
retrieved objects. The middle layer implements the ranking function. Query formulation is reflected in the module for
relevance feedback.
In the following subsections, we discuss the motivation, the design considerations, and an outline for implemen-
tation for each of these layers of the multimedia query processor. Before proceeding, we like to emphasize that our
main research goal in this project is not to participate in the quest after the best retrieval model. Our focus is on the
development of a usable query interface for a multimedia database system. As a first attempt to such an interface, we
combine results from information retrieval with the approximate retrieval techniques common in multimedia systems.
In short, our contribution is a generalization of the ideas from text retrieval to address the problem of query formulation
in multimedia databases.
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4.1 Concept layer
We have to obtain a representation of each document and query, that is suitable for a computer to use [43]. The concept
layer covers the scheme to represent the multimedia objects in the retrieval process.
In information retrieval literature, the units in the document representative are usually referred to as the indexing
terms. Most systems use the words occuring in a document as indexing terms. Sometimes, the words are first stemmed
to their roots, and words that occur on a stoplist are removed. Researchers have studied many ways to reduce the effects
of ambiguity in natural language on the document representatives. People experimented with term clustering, thesauri
and augmenting the indexing vocabulary with phrases. Unfortunately, the straightforward representation of documents
by their words often performs as well in retrieval experiments, evaluated on recall and precision, and sometimes even
better.
The usage of words occurring in a document as basic units of content probably performs so (amazingly) well, be-
cause words naturally refer to concepts in the real world, and not to specific instances. The main problem of using the
feature descriptions from approximate retrieval techniques as basic units of content, is that these feature descriptions
are quite different from words in natural language. The feature description of an object, a point in multidimensional
space, is usually unique. It only identifies that particular instance, and not a concept.
Hence, before we can use feature descriptions as indexing terms, we group several instances together. We cluster
points in feature space into some low-level concept space C. Essentially, the cluster algorithm can be described as a
mapping ΓiC : F i ! C. We then use these concepts as the indexing terms, similar to the words in text retrieval.
In [14], the author shortly mentions a supervised clustering strategy. He suggests to train the system with exam-
ple objects for so-called ‘content features’, examples of which are ‘type of light’ (artificial or natural), and ‘source’
(photograph versus painting). Apart from the costs associated with manual training, we think it is going to be problem-
atic to decide which ‘content features’ to define, especially in an environment with many different users and varying
information needs. This results in the same problems we identified for textual descriptions [10].
Instead of the top-down definition of concepts mentioned before, we can apply unsupervised techniques to select
clusters in feature space. The advantage of this bottom-up approach is that we let the system identify an appropriate
set of concepts. These concepts are not exposed to the user for query formulation. The system uses the concepts only
internally, and detects them through the dialogue with the user, from the example objects and from relevance judge-
ments. This unsupervised approach to conceptualizing a feature space has been succesfully applied in the FourEyes
learning agent for the Photobook image database [25].
4.2 Evidential reasoning
Recalling the definition of information retrieval, the core of a retrieval system is the software that estimates which
objects are likely to be relevant to the user’s information need as expressed by his request. Wong and Yao called this
the ranking function.
Estimating the relevance of a candidate object is based on the evidence found in the object representatives. The
estimation process draws conclusions from available evidence. We infer a relationship between objects and queries.
Thus, the matching process in any retrieval system is a theory of evidential reasoning, formulated either explicitely or
implicitely.
Because we are not certain about both the representation of the user’s information need, and the representation of
the information found in the objects, (multimedia) retrieval is best described as plausible inference under uncertainty.
In traditional information retrieval, this evidence is the presence or absence of terms in the text of a document. Anal-
ogously, in our model, the evidence consists of the presence or absence of the concepts defined in the concept layer.
The classical method for evidential reasoning is based on probability theory. Other approaches include Dempster-
Shafer theory, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy set theory [29]. Like Turtle did for text retrieval [41], we adopt the paradigm
of Bayesian belief networks for evidential reasoning in mi Ror. The details of the application of Bayesian inference
networks for retrieval in multimedia databases are taken up in section 5.
The layered structure of our design opens the possibility to experiment with other inference procedures. For ex-
ample, the aforementioned Foureyes learning agent reasons using higher-level groupings over the concept space [25].
These groupings are generated from relevance feedback using an algorithm based on the greedy AQ algorithm from
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machine learning. Although quite different from traditional approaches in information retrieval, this approach can be
implemented as an alternative.
4.3 Relevance feedback
As discussed before, we believe that the key to successful multimedia query processing is to support a dialogue between
the user and the database system [10]. The main goal in this dialogue is to infer the low-level concepts that best describe
the user’s information need. Another purpose of the analysis of relevance feedback is to learn dependencies between
feature spaces, and between concepts.
The user should be encouraged to start a new dialogue for each information need. This way, we can be more certain
that the sets of queries and relevance judgements that we collect are related to a specific information need. The query
interface needs primitives to start and end a dialogue, similar to the way we start and end transactions in traditional
database applications.
We distinguish two approaches to process the user’s relevance feedback. In query-space modification, we use these
relevance judgments to change the relative importance of terms in the query. Also, we can extend the queries with new
terms that occur often in the positive examples, but rarely in the negative examples [32]. In document-space modifica-
tion, we collect a reasonably sized set of queries for which a document was found relevant or irrelevant [15]. We use
this set to adapt the document representatives, such that they better reflect the true semantics of the document. Indexing
terms may be added to or removed from the document representative.
Both types of relevance feedback are important in mi Ror. During interaction, we can only perform query-space
modification, because changing the object representations cannot be done real-time and the user is not willing to wait
a long time between each step in the dialogue. The examples of good and bad objects are analyzed to identify the
representations that are most likely to be informative. These representations are then used to produce a new ranking of
multimedia objects.
An analogy of document-space modification is necessary to update the clustering of feature space in concepts. It
is unlikely that the concepts found by an unsupervised clustering algorithm are very similar to human perception of
concepts. While the interactive adaption of the weighting scheme is the only way to process relevance feedback in an
interactive mode, a set of queries and relevance judgements can be used offline to improve the mapping of feature space
to concepts. Hopefully, the longer the system operates, the better the concepts will reflect human perception.
5 Bayesian networks and multimedia retrieval
In this section, we further discuss our preference for Bayesian networks in the evidential reasoning layer. We review
the benefits of the network retrieval model, and explain how inference is used during retrieval. We conclude the section
with the proposed extensions for multimedia retrieval.
5.1 Why Bayesian networks?
A Bayesian network is an efficient approach to probabilistic reasoning [30]. Although Bayesian inference in arbitrary
networks is known to be NP-hard [8], probabilistic reasoning is tractable when we apply some restrictions on the net-
work topology.
Turtle and Croft modelled information retrieval using a restricted class of Bayesian inference networks [40]. They
showed how to express the boolean, probabilistic, and vector space retrieval models as inference in Bayesian networks
[42]. INQUERY, the text retrieval system based on this inference network model, has proven that the theory works
well in practice at several TREC and Tipster conferences.
In his thesis [41], Turtle argues:
Given the availability of a number of representation techniques that capture some of the meaning of a
document or information need, our basic premise is that decisions about which documents match an in-
formation need should make use of as many of the representations as practical.
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Figure 3: The Turtle and Croft model next to our adapted network model
The main motivation to introduce the formalism of Bayesian networks in information retrieval, was the lack of a
consistent approach to handling multiple schemes to represent the documents. But, research had consistently shown
that different representation schemes often retrieve different relevant documents. Also, documents retrieved by several
methods are usually highly relevant. Bayesian networks provide the theoretic basis to use multiple representations
for information retrieval. Fung and Del Favero supplied to this argument that Bayesian networks provide an intuitive
representation of dependencies between representations [17]. They also explain how to model dependencies between
concepts, while maintaining a tractable inference procedure.
A retrieval model based on inference networks seems an appropriate foundation for evidential reasoning in the
mi Ror architecture. Evidential reasoning with multiple representations is exactly what we need for multimedia query
processing. The possibility to model dependencies easily without the need to derive a closed form expression is attrac-
tive because several feature spaces may capture overlapping perceptual concepts. In an extendible database system, we
cannot know in advance what feature spaces are available at runtime. With techniques for learning Bayesian networks,
eg. [22] and [5], dependencies between feature spaces can be detected automatically.
5.2 Retrieval with Bayesian networks
We first review the network structure introduced for text retrieval, and then explain some minor changes that are useful
in a multimedia retrieval model. The model introduced by Turtle and Croft is shown on the left part of figure 3. The
network consists of two component networks: the document network and the query network. All nodes represent binary
variables.
The document network is built once for a given collection of documents, and its structure does not change during
query processing. It consists of a document node di for each document, text nodes tj representing the document text,
and representation concepts rk for terms occuring in the document. The text nodes are not really necessary, but allow
sharing pieces of text among documents. The concept representation nodes can be divided into several subsets, each
corresponding to a single representation scheme.
A query network is constructed dynamically for each information need. It is modified in an interactive setting by
changing existing queries, or adding new queries. The query network consists of the information need I at the bottom,
expressed in a number of queries or requests qi, and the query concepts cj occuring in these requests.
The document network and the query network are joined together during query processing through links between
representation concepts and query concepts. To rank the documents with respect to an information need, we use prob-
abilistic inference in the network to calculate the probability P( I j di = true ) for each document di.1 Usually, the
1We really calculate the probability P( I j di = true^ dj = false; 8j 6= i ). For the sake of brevity, we do not explicitely mention the values
of the dj that are false.
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query concepts are mapped to the representation concepts with a single link. However, more complex connections are
useful to represent thesaurus relationships, or phrase dependencies. Also, the processing of relevance feedback may
add extra links between the query concepts and representation concepts.
It is easy to read the independence assumptions from the network. First, it is assumed that the presence or absence
of one representation concept in a document does not influence the belief in the presence or absence of other concepts in
this document. This assumption, better known as the Binary Independence assumption, is obviously violated for terms
that are identical or closely related. But, as the assumption of independence is necessary to keep inference tractable,
it is widely used in information retrieval. Another independence assumption in the network that is usually not true in
practice, is that relevance of one document does not influence the relevance of another document. Recall and preci-
sion experiments showed that reducing the effects of these assumptions by adding links between thesaurus terms, or
explicitely representing nearest neighbour clusters of documents, can indeed improve retrieval results.
5.3 Adapting the model for multimedia retrieval
On the right hand side of figure 3, we show the proposed network structure for multimedia information retrieval. We
do not make many changes to the original network model. Instead of document nodes, we define multimedia object
nodes for the objects stored. We will refer to the top component of the network as the object network. Concept nodes
Cj represent the concepts from C that have been identified in the concept layer.
In section 2.1, we defined multimedia objects as flat objects. This decision is reflected in the network model pre-
sented so far, as the object network is not really one directed acyclic graph, but a collection of individually disconnected
subgraphs. Each of these subgraphs handles the retrieval process in one media extensionMi.
The gray boxes in the figure correspond to media extensions, and the light gray boxes to different feature spaces in
these extensions. We could have put all concepts direct under the object nodes, similar to the way multiple document
representations are used in the original network model. Because we want to make all our independency assumptions
explicit, we choose to introduce an additonal feature space node Fk above the concepts identified in feature space Fk.
The introduction of these feature space nodes has three benefits. First, we can change the network structure to better
reflect dependencies between the representations using relevance judgments. Also, this design makes it easier to restrict
the representations that we use for answering the query. Finally, when we extend our theoretical formalism to include
utility theory, we can also model decisions based on the costs associated to accessing specific representations.
The conditional probabilityP(Cj jFi) is the probability that conceptCj is represented in that feature representation
of the multimedia object. For text retrieval in INQUERY, these probabilities are approximated by traditional tf  idf
measures. In a general feature space, this probability should be estimated using the relative position of that point in the
cluster and the distribution of feature points in that cluster. We investigate the application of the cluster-based prob-
ability model from [31] as an estimate. An unsupervised classification algorithm may also provide the probability of
class membership, eg. AutoClass [6].
We can take a first step towards a retrieval model for compound objects by adding a graph on top of the network
described so far, that models the structure of the composite object. We can add a video node vl per fragment, and
connect it to the multimedia objects associated to vl. We should measure experimentally if the representations among
different media extensionsMi are really independent. Additional links between not so independent representations,
like the output of a speech recognizer and the text in the closed captions, may improve retrieval results in this model
for compound objects. However, this even harder problem of retrieving compound objects should only be addressed
after we established experimental evaluation of the network shown in figure 3.
6 Comparison to other work
We are not aware of research efforts in the database community to address the problems identified in section 2.3. Several
database groups study deductive databases to model complex queries involving temporal and structural relationships,
see eg. [39]. This line of research is subsidiary to our work. Although the expressiveness of query languages in such
database systems makes it easier to specify constraints involving structure of the data, it does not reduce the query
formulation problems involved with the specification of constraints on content.
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The close relationship with information retrieval research has already been addressed in detail. Another field that
relates to our project is content-based image retrieval research. Recently, the MARS project introduced techniques from
information retrieval in content-based image retrieval [28]. They also use relevance feedback techniques to improve the
initial retrieval results [34], [33]. We already mentioned the relationship of our work with the image retrieval research in
the MIT Media Lab. Their results with advanced machine learning techniques to using different feature representations
for retrieval demonstrate the feasibility of our design [25]. While these groups’ research concentrates on improving
the performance of ranking and retrieval algorithms, we are mainly interested in the usage and integration of these
techniques in extensible database systems.
Integration of IR and databases has been a research topic for several years, but from a different viewpoint. The main
interest in databases from IR researchers has been the more traditional database support: concurrent addition, update,
and retrieval of documents, as well as scalability of the system, see eg. [24], [18], and [11]. We start from an extensible
database system for multimedia retrieval, handling many different representations of objects that are hard to manipulate
for the user. The required database functionality is very similar to information retrieval, so we adopt techniques from
IR to assist the users with query formulation. We will implement these techniques in a database system similar to the
implementation of text retrieval in a database by Vasanthakumar et al. [45].
The desire to model uncertainty in database systems inspired the recent development of probabilistic relational al-
gebras, eg. [16] and [23]. This development will certainly lead to a better framework to implement the evidential
reasoning layer. However, these algebras require changes in the core of extended relational database systems. Further-
more, query optimization and physical database design are still research issues for these models.
In mi Ror, we do not really need a generic framework for probabilistic reasoning under uncertainty over the data
in the database. The evidential reasoning layer is not part of the interface to the user, but a backbone to support query
formulation. Hence, we develop a reasoning framework satisfying our specific requirements. When efficient proba-
bilistic and extensible relational databases become available, we can use probabilistic algebra to implement mi Ror’s
inference procedures.
7 Further work
The next step in the mi Ror project is the implementation of the retrieval model in an extensible database system. We
decided to use the Monet database system [3]. Monet is a database kernel developed to experiment with implementation
techniques for novel application domains on parallel and distributed processing platforms. The design of Monet is
suited for traditionally hard and query-oriented database applications: its power has been demonstrated for geographic
information systems [4], for image retrieval [26], and also for data mining. Ongoing research develops an object algebra
[2]. Such an algebra is especially useful when we integrate the structure of multimedia objects in the retrieval process.
In our initial prototype implementation, we plan to use AutoClass as an external tool to cluster the feature space in
concepts. AutoClass is a Bayesian unsupervised clustering tool [6]. Development of an efficient clustering algorithm
that can incrementally maintain the clusters under updates will be addressed in the future. Similar to [45], we are ex-
tending the database with special operators for Bayesian inference. In Monet, these operators are integrated deeper in
the database kernel, thanks to its extensible data model. The relevance feedback layer generates the query sequences
to be executed by the database.
We need experimental evaluation before we can decide on some aspects of the model. One of these research ques-
tions is whether we may restrict ourselves to clusters within each feature space, or if we should consider concepts
spanning several feature spaces as well. Evaluation can also point out if learning dependencies between media and
dependencies between feature spaces improves the query performance.
A major problem for experimental evaluation is the lack of standard test sets as available for text retrieval. Although
we have some ideas for experiment design, evaluation of multimedia retrieval performance is still an open problem.
8 Conclusions
Multimedia query processing involves approximate search techniques. Modern extensible database systems can sup-
port these techniques through ADTs. However, multimedia querying requires a higher level of query processing than
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is provided by these extensible database systems. Formulating a query for an information need is not an easy task, and
has to be supported by the system in an interactive mode.
The kind of query facilities we expect from a multimedia database system are very similar to the processes in in-
formation retrieval. This observation urges the integration of IR techniques and databases. We have designed a three-
layered architecture for the query processor in a multimedia database system, and explained in detail what the tasks of
each layer are.
We have introduced an adapted form of the inference network model from text retrieval as the evidential reasoning
layer in mi Ror. We compared our approach with other research in multimedia databases, to demonstrate that we
address new problems that have not been properly recognized before. Finally, we outlined our proposal to implement
the architecture, and identified the design decisions that can only be made after experimental evaluation.
We will now develop a prototype implementation on the Monet database system. We also have to design an exper-
imental evaluation strategy to test the performance of multimedia query processing in mi Ror.
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